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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Stripy and Mavis are okay! 

	 Though there was fire for a little bit in Stripy’s kitchen, Mavis reacted 
quickly and got out the fire extinguisher. One spray right on the fire put it out, 
and cats viewing from home could be heard cheering. Even the sautéing 
vegetables were okay, so Stripy started right back up where she had left off. 
However, the viewers had spiked to around 760,000 by the end of the show, 
and when Stripy posted the recording, it flew to the top of “trending” in about 
20 minutes. The views climbed and climbed, and Mavis’s catTube account 
was also checked out, as she was the heroine who had saved Stripy’s house 
from a kitchen fire. Videos and images of the fire and Mavis putting it out 
were up all over catTube, Catstagram, Catbook, CatTok, and Flutter.
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Image above - 
Rebecca, who called 
the fire department 
when she saw the 
recipe paper catch fire 
on Stripy’s show. 
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	 The good thing was that nobody was 
hurt. However, Stripy got a bit paranoid after 
that incident while thinking of her kittens and 
what could happen, and sold her gas stove at a 
cheap price to get a new electric one. However, 
the casserole turned out wonderful, and both 
Mavis’s and Stripy’s kittens loved it. Mavis has 
asked when she could come back on the show, 
and Stripy is thinking of offering her a post. 


	 Today, total views on the fire across all 
social media platforms reached a new and crazy 
high. Since each time you see something on 
social media, it gets another view, you can 
watch something over and over again and it will 
get that amount of views. So, just half an hour 
ago, total views on all platforms combined 
reached a startling high on 100 million - that’s 
more views than there are cats in the world. 
However, some cats watch this kind of video 
over and over and over again, so it gets more 
views that way. Of course, it doesn’t have that 
many views on each platform, just 100 million 
over all. 


	 However, all is okay in Stripy’s house, and since the new stove as 
come in, things have been much smoother. Including the sauces made on the 
stove. Stripy now does not have to worry as much about stuff catching fire, 

because the heat is generated under a 
covering. Stripy’s kittens are still not allowed to 
use the stove, but will be allowed sooner than if 
Stripy had kept the gas stove. 


	 While cats feel relieved for Stripy 
however, something not so good is making its 
debut. Out in the woods, a huge pack of 
wolves was spotted, moving toward Pawsville. 
Cats could probably defeat them, but not 
without great losses on both sides. The police 

have called for help from Coffee, who is sending some tanks over to help in 
the fight. However, this may be an evacuation situation.


	 Subscribe again for more on the wolves!
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Image above - Rudy, 
who thinks that if she 
was in Mavis’s 
position and Judy was 
in Stripy’s position,  
she would have let 
Judy’s house burn 
down.“I could take a 

wolf, no 
problem!” 

 - GRAYPELT, ONE OF JULIET’S 
KITTENS, AND A CAT WHO 
DOESN’T KNOW WHAT THE HE🏒
🏒  HE’S TALKING ABOUT.
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